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1.5

Programming of MUX shall be either through RS-

232C/USB port or other ITU-T compatible port for 

MUX-configuration, diagnostic and performance 

evaluation.  Compatibility between the ports provided in 

the MUX and NMS/Local Craft Terminal shall be 

ensured either by use of same type of ports in both or 

with use of suitable port converters.  It should also be 

possible to access the multiplexer from remote location 

through the supervisory channel. Facility for extension of 

alarms to the remote monitoring and control centre shall 

be provided.

IRISET: In addition to RS 232C/USB ports, Ethernet 

port shall be included as provided by PUNCOM VMUX 

0100. In case of one port failure the management card 

need not be replaced. Also now a days the Laptops and 

Desktop computers do not provide RS232C ports. An 

additional RS232 to Ethernet interface module has to 

used, which is not reliable

Agreed: Clause has been reframed as 

"Programming of MUX shall be either through 

RS-232C/USB port/Ethernet Port or other ITU-T 

compatible port for MUX-configuration, diagnostic and 

performance evaluation.  Compatibility between the 

ports provided in the MUX and NMS/Local Craft 

Terminal shall be ensured either by use of same type 

of ports in both or with use of suitable port converters.  

It should also be possible to access the multiplexer 

from remote location through the supervisory channel. 

Facility for extension of alarms to the remote 

monitoring and control centre shall be provided".

1.6

New Clause The equipment shall also work in IP-MPLS 

network being created by the Railways as a 

backbone for unified communication. 

2

6.1(b)

Type of Interfaces: Data Interfaces :Low Speed Data 

Interfaces

IRISET: Low data interface cards can be dispensed with, 

since Railway data channels are of either 64Kbps or 

2Mbps

No change: As it is a optional card

3

7.7.1

a)         Monitoring Input Power Supply of PDMux (i.e.-

48VDC).                         b)        Monitoring the 

equipment temperature

IRISET: Monitoring of input power supply of MUX and 

monitoring of equipment temperature shall be in built as 

in WEBFIL MUX. In PUNCOM V-MUX, for monitoring 

the above an additional card (DATA ACQUISITION 

CARD) is required. 

No change as monitoring of  -48 V DC and 

equipment temperature has already been 

included which is sufficient.

PUNCOM: Puncom Make PDMUX VMX-0100 supports 

monitoring of Input Voltage (i.e.-48 VDC) & Equipment 

Temperature on NMS. 

-do-

Webfil: Webfil make PDMux have feature for monitoring 

Input Voltage (i.e.-48 VDC) & Equipment Temperature 

on NMS.

-do-

Reason Document of STR for PDMUX as per IRS:TC;68/2012



Coral: It require design changes.                                      It 

would be useful to clearly define various Voltages & 

Temperatures that

need to be sensed and displayed on the NMS so that 

appropriate changes are carried out. We

should also clearly define the alarms required.      I 

propose a) Monitoring of all backplane voltages like 5V, 

+48V, -48V, -24V DC b) Monitoring of Battery Voltage 

on a real-time basis c) Alarm in case of under-voltage of 

Battery d) The ambient temperature of the system on a 

real-time basis e) Alarm in case of over-heating

-do-
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9.7

The equipment should have protection to ensure the 

availability of user channels on detection of failure on P1 

or P2 stream in a link in conjunction with an external 

alternative 2 Mbps stream on back up media.

IRISET: E1 protection should be made mandatory as 

provided in PUNCOM V- MUX (through LOOP 

PROTECTION CARD) which is not available in 

WEBFIL MUX. This provision helps to provide 

protection to all circuits including point to point circuits

Partly agreed : The equipment should have 

protection to ensure the availability of user 

channels on detection of failure on P1 or P2 

stream in a link in conjunction with an external 

alternative 2 Mbps stream on back up media. 

Each equipment should have E1 level protection to 

ensure the availability of user channel protected at E1 

level through loop protection card /module. 

Coral:  it may also be prudent to consider

implementation of IP backhaul as a redundancy/ fallback 

to E1. This may be considered useful as

Railway networks are shifting to OFC based robust IP 

backhauls hence this shift may be useful in

future

Partly agreed. A new clause  1.6 has been 

added that equipment shall also work in IP-

MPLS network being created by the Railways .
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1.1

This specification covers the requirement for 2048 kbit 

per second primary drop / insert Multiplexer 

(Programmable) with conference facility.                                              

The equipment is proposed to be used either as a 

terminal Multiplexer or as a drop insert Multiplexer in 

tandem on a 2 MB stream on digital transmission media 

with or with out conference facility.                                

SECR: When used as terminal Multiplexer, whenever a 

break occurs on the 2MB stream/media, it should 

bepossible to automatically patch far end Teminal 

Multiplxer through a preconfigured alternative working 2 

MB stream (called protection E1 stream) from the local 

end terminal multiplexer. The terminal multiplexer pair, in 

such a configuration, to be called protected End 

Terminals. Switching onto the alternative 2MB stream 

shall be fast enough so as to not cause any discrenible 

interruption to the ongoing communication on any 

channel of the multiplexer. Also time slot integrity shall 

be retained under such protection switching.               

whenever the break in the main 2MB stream is closed 

(i.e.the main 2MB stream is restored) the communication 

should be restored to the main 2MB stream duly 

terminating the patching.

Available in Clause No. 9.7

6 If feasible, Mid section Automatic Patching also be 

provided.

For patching in mid section, smaller ring may 

be created by using loop protection 

cards/modules in existing system

Necessary Testing for the above to be incorporated. Necessary changes wil be done in AT/TT 

formatl


